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Some Extensional Constitutions of Integral 
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Abstract 

As the a priori measure is an extension of the Lebesgue measure， the Lebesgue integral is 
naturally extended by means of the a priori measure. Notions of‘integral remainder' and 
'integral density' are introduced and discussed on some interesting cases. 

1. lntroduction 

1n the previous paper， the present author presented that collections of 

sets may， in the empiricist pragmatism1
)， be assorted into two patterns， say， 

summablfi2) and non-summable ones. Even if a family of disjoint sets (A，) 

(tEI， 1 being a simply ordered set of indices) in a euclidean space E is non-

summable， if 

A=  UA" (1. 1) 

(A，) is regarded as a partition of A， though A cannot be considered as the 

limit of the sets A(，) = UφA， (ICε1). 1t is notable that， even if AωlS  non-

summable汽 theaggregate A is considered as a determinate set since 

(VpεE)(ヨ.V.声ε1)(pEA，) . 

Eventually， the right side of (1. 1) gives either a summable union (or， briefly 
a summation) or a non-summable union of A. 

i語;，Aindicates the a priori measure (value) of a set A. If mA is the 

Lebesgue measure of A， then 
j]i，A=mA. 

Moreover， even if A is Lebesgue non-measurable， A can be m-measurable. 1n 

the empiricist pragmatism， any determinate set X (i. e.， (VpεE)(ρεx.v.ρεX)) 

is proved to be 品 measurable，so that A of (1. 1) may be taken as m-measurable 

whenever all A， are determinate. 

1n our view，必A is claimed to be written in the from 

t百~A= μ ・ ν (A) ， 

when all points of A are regarded to be uniformly of the same sizeμ. 1n 

case of (1. 1)， if 1= {1， 2γ・・}and 

Vi， kEI:弱Ai/i元Ak=ν(Ai)/ν(Ak)= 1 (1. 2) 

and if 

*紀国谷芳雄

*) I.e.， m(A(，)-Aw)U(A(.l)-A(，))介0，when K， ;.→∞. 

(207) 
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0<必A<∞，

then it must be that 

Yi:最Ai=O

so that mA(止)=0and jn，(A-A(k))>O for any五niteinteger k. Hence (Ai) can・

not be summable*). 

In this paper， we limit the functions being considered to be real-valued， 
one-valued and to be bounded in its domain which is a bounded set in E 
(therefore， of五nitefii・measure). If D is the domain of a function f(ρ)， 
define such that 

we 

Dx={戸 DJf(ρ)お)
for a real number x. In this case， if 

ypED: 一∞<αZ玉沢p)豆b<∞

and l=b-a， 

we de五neas 

Dk=D(α十 )-D(α+75) (ん=1，2，…，2n)， 

U(%)41(α+与!_l)弱Dk and uJ(n) =泣いよがDk

Then it is readily seen that 

UJ( 1) 註 UJ(2)孟…孟IJ(2) ミ~IJ(1) ， 

and moreover that 

1 (n) I 

O~uJ(勾)一札)= 2n 2iiiDk =会議D→O as nー-o>OO，

so that 

lim uJ(n) = lim IJ(n)・ (1. 3) 

羽Tede五nethe integral 

t，f(P)φ (1. 4) 

to represent the value of (1. 3). Such is the same way of definition with that 

of the Lebesgue integral except that we use the a priori measure fii instead of 

the Lebesgu measure m. On the other hand， if we denote by E(f， D) the 

(algebraic) expectation of f over D， we easily see that we may have 

L/(p)φ=E印 D)ω (1. 5) 

An example of such昌 caseis shown in 2). 

(208) 
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As i語A has been extended beyond mA， the integral (1. 4) is naturally 

expected to be an extension beyound Lebesgue integrability. In the fol1owing， 
we will present seversl results obtained through the researches of the integraL 

2. Integral Remainder 

When a family of disjoint sets (D，) (cEl，1 being a simply ordered set of 

indices) gives a partition of a set A， if D(<) = U，会Dけ wenaturally have the 

relation 

Lf(P)φ= JD
C
<)六件+L-D(<) f(p)ゆ

So it fol1ows that 

Lf(P)φ口吋D(E)f(ρ)φ+R

where 

R=吋Dqz)f(P)

If the limitation 
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(2. 1) 

is convergent， then R gives a unique value because， as proved in Sect. 1， f is 
integrable over D， Dωand D-Dωfor every KE1. If the limitation (2. 1) is 

not convergent， then R cannot give a unique value. The process (2.1) is 

cal1ed an inferior approximαtion of the integral in respect to (Dω) (KEI) and 
R is the integral remainder of the integral in respect to (九).

As (D，) is a partition of D， we have 

D = UD，= UDc，) ， 

but it is not asserted that 

lim 弱(D-D(，))=0

when (D，) is not summable. Thus the integral remainder very often does not 

vanish. 

Let an additive function π(A) of a set A of real numbers be defined such 

that 

π(A)=π(B) 

whenever 弱A=;:元B and 

π(1=) = 1 

1= being the set {xJ一∞<x<∞}. In this case， denoting by lk the interval 

{xJ-k<xくん}， we have for every positive integer k 

π(L止)= 0 

(209) 
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whereas π(I-Ik) = 1. 

Hence we sayπ(A) has an unvanishing atmo.学he問(]∞[)with respect to the 

approximation sequence (Ik) (k = 1， 2，…) by reason of the fact that 

limπ(L-Ik) = 1学O.

Thus， the cass of an unvanishing remainder may be observed as exactly similar 
to that of an unvanishing atmosphere. 

In case of (1. 2)， if there exists a real number s such that 

戸=lim sup f(p) = lim inf f(ρ) ， 
k pEAk k pEAk 

we conc1ude that 

Lf(ρ)φ=s同 (A-A(k))= s制

So， in regard to (1. 5)， we have 

E(f， A) = s. 

3. Principal Part 

Let us define a subset D忽 ofD by 

Dx = {pED¥f(P) = x} . 

Then the value x may be reckoned as a set-function of D"， so let this func-

tion be written as ).ADx). Since 

x=y.(;:_ご~..Dx=Dy ，

).f is one-valued， and since f is bounded so isん Extensively，let us de五ne

D(V) and D(a， b) by 

D(V) = {pED¥f(P)εV} and D(リ)= {仰<f(ρ)<b}

respectively. If ゑD(a，b)=O， the interval (a， b) is said to be involved in the 

negligible part or， brie:fly， to be negligible. 
Let us remove from the set of real numbers every interval (a， b) which is 

negligible and for which there is no positive real number εsuch that 

伝'D(α一ε，b+ε)=O. 

The rest part left after this process of removal is called the princ争alpart of 

f and ofんandis denoted by P(f). Let us denote as 

and 

(a，的={x¥a<x<b} 

[a， b) = {x¥a釘 <b}

If an interval is either [a， b) or (a， b)， then it is denoted as {α，b). If an 

(210) 
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interval J i::; contained in P(f)， then J is called a principal interval. 1t is 

easily seen that the principal part P(f) is at most an enumerable union of 

intervals or isolated singletons. 

When V={a， b) is a principal interval， then， for any a<c<d;;;'_b， {c， d) is 
also a principal interval and 

ゑD(c，d)>O 

and it is obviously observed that 

伝~D(V) = 弱D({a，c))+長'D([c，d))+inD([d， b)). 

Therefore 弱D({a， x)) gives a strictly increasing function of x(ε(a，b)). So it 

must be continuous except for points of at most an enumerable set and its 

inverse function also continuous wherever it is continuous. Let the discon-

tinuous points of iiiD( {a， x)) be Xlo x2，…， and let us define as 

必D({a， x)) = μ， x=ψv(μ)=ん(D"，)

where xE V and με(0，弱D(V)). Then it is readily seen that there correspond 

intervals Jlo J2， ••• of p to the points Xlo X2， ・・・ such that 

and if we de五neas 

and 

iiiJk =伝iDxk (ん=1，2，…) 

J(V) = (0，窃~D(V))

J*(V) = J(V)-U J，正，

then ψv is found to be continuous in Jヰ(V). Thus we may have 

L(v/(p)φ=) φ(μ)dp+2叫ん
.D (V) J J'(V) 

where lk=伝DXk(k=l， 2，…). 

(3. 1) 

However， for the consistence of (3.1)， it must be assumed that the union 

U Jk is summable. The function 和 iscalled the measure inteゆretationof Af. 

4. Integral Density 

If two functions f(p) and g (ρ) are both bounded in the same doman D， 
and if 

O<L If(P)ldPI))g(同 (4. 1) 

f and g are said to have integァ'aldensities of the s，αme level， and if 

L If(P)ldPI))g(ρ) Iφ=。 (4.2) 

f is said to have an integral densiuy of less level than that of g. If the 

supports of f and g are Df and Dg respectively， we may， by grace of (1. 5)， 

(211) 
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prove that (4.1) and (4.2) coincide with the relations 

0<ゑDfn D/mDg n D<∞ 

and inDfnD/inDgnD= 0 

(4. 1)' 

(4. 2)' 

respectively on condition that both E(lfl， D) and E(Iσ1， D) are positive. 
The a priori measure 伝iAof a set A in E can， as stated in Sect. 1， be 

written in the form 

1nA=μ・ν(A). (4.3) 

So then， if the domain D is an enumerable set of points {Xb X2'…}， we may 

write the integral in the form 

Lf(P)φ=μ 2:f(x.止)， 

so that 

¥ f(p)φI ¥ g (p) dp = 2: f(ぬ)/2:g(ぬ). (4. 4) 
.JIJ I.JIJ 

If the two series are both convergent and 2: f(Xk) =αand 2: g (x，，) = b， then 

we may have the ratio of (4.4) to be equal to a/b. In this convergent case， 
it should however be noted that 

E(f， D) = E(σ，D)=O. 

Thus， in this case， it is observed that the ratio of the integral densities cannot 

be simulated by 

弘DfnD/ゑDgnD.

On the other hand， if f(ぬ)=1 for allん=1，2，… and

g(ぬ)= 0 when ん=1， 2， 4， 5， 7， 8，・

= 1 when ん=3，6，9，• 
then we may count as 

E(メD)=1 and E(σ，D) = 1/3， 

(4.5) 

so that the ratio of the left side of (4.4) is counted as equal to 3. In this case 

we observe that the ratio of the integral densities can again be simulated by 

(4.5) because 

必Df/弱Dg= ))(Df)/ν(Dg) = 3/1. 
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